International diploma - the “Golden Rose”

1) The Golden Rose medal is awarded to public officials and institutions that either on national or an international level have accomplished an outstanding activity for the allotment and leisure garden movement.

2) The national Federation requesting the Golden Rose award must send a report to the General Secretariat outlining the aims, objectives and achievements of the institution or persons involved.

3) The attribution of the Golden Rose can be decided by the General Assembly on proposal of the executive board.

4) The rewards are given at the occasion of the international congresses to the concerned persons and institutions or to the national federations for attribution.

5) The costs are at the charge of the Federation that has made the demand for the decoration.

Description

Gold plated medal with 7 cm in diameter on which a rose is represented at the left border. The border and the inscription: OFFICE INTERNATIONAL DU COIN DE TERRE ET DES JARDINS OUVRIERS, LUXEMBOURG” in the middle of the medal are raised up. The medal is accompanied by a diploma written in the language of the concerned country.

Adopted in Luxembourg on March 4th, 1994